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Remarkable brightness in a small package
The Eurolite LED TMH-3
Multifunctional moving heads with modern LED technology and very compact
dimensions are getting increasingly brighter and less expensive – and ever more
popular. Eurolite goes along with this trend and presents the new LED TMH-3.
The Eurolite LED TMH-3 comes with all characteristics a modern moving light in this class
needs: the built-in 30-watt LED is state of the art and guarantees a remarkable brightness
thanks to its high grade of efficiency. Yet the dimensions are considerably small and
power consumption is low. The LED TMH-3 only needs a small base area of 265
millimeters in diameter and is ultra-light with its 7 kilograms. Power consumption is low at
100 watts maximum.
Eurolite’s small moving head features a color wheel with seven primary colors.
Furthermore, it has a gobo wheel consisting of six varied designed rotating gobos. The
beam angle of the focusable objective lens is 12°. The TMH-3 can be set up as desired or
installed pretty much everywhere via its integrated mounting plate.
When compared to compact spot lights the TMH-3 is just as good. This is true at least for
direct competitors with 250-watt halogen lamps (ELC 24 volts) or HTI discharge lamps.
Yet in terms of energy and maintenance costs the opponents are outshined by the TMH-3.
The product family is completed by a bright washlight with 36 LEDs (TMH-4) and a matrix
projector for impressive beam effects with 64 LEDs (TMH-5).
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One language for all: Eurolite. Whether modern moving lights, LED systems, color changers or
classic beam effects, fog machines, and mirror balls, whether for simple home use or for semiprofessionals – for 20 years now, Eurolite has been offering a range that is second to none with
currently over 2,000 products. Eurolite products are known for their high quality at fair prices. The
right product for every user!

